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New York
Giants

2016 Recap
I remember it like it was last year, talking up Eli Manning like he was his older brother. 

He two consecutive solid performances in 2014-2015 and with Odell Beckham Jr. as his 
top target, Manning would continue to rise and become a reliable fantasy starter. Wait, 
that was last year. Well damn, that kind of backfired, didn’t it? I mean, in the first two 
years with OBJ as his top target, he threw for more than 4,400 yards and 30 TDs each 
year, progressing from QB21 to QB14. It would only make sense he would continue that 
trend, right? Wrong. Eli bombed last season. Barely 4,000 yards passing, only 26 TDs, 
and a shoddy 16 INTs en route to a 20th place finish. The only thing he inherited from his 
retired brother was the “Manning Face!”

OBJ held his own as the 2nd best WR in Club Fantasy scoring with another season 
of double digit TDs and over 1,300 receiving yards, all while leading the NFL in targets 
with 180. The problem for the Giants? That was roughly their entire offense. They had no 
running game to speak of - their leading rusher, the recently released Rashad Jennings, 

had only 593 yards - 
and they couldn’t even 
get 500 yards receiving 
combined from their tight 
ends. The Giants led the 
league in percentage of 
snaps with three WRs on 
the field, which ultimately 
makes Manning’s 
numbers that much more 
disappointing. And that’s 
not even mentioning the 
pedestrian numbers from 
rookie breakout Sterling 
Shepard - 65-683-8 - 
and the since released 
Victor Cruz - 39-586-1. 
It’s almost like the Giants 
need to add a few new 
pieces on offense. 
– The Hudsonian

Position Player Points 2016 Ranking

QB Eli Manning 278.0 QB20
RB1 Paul Perkins 66.6 RB60

RB2 (R) Wayne Gallman N/A N/A

RB3 Shane Vereen 38.2 RB76
WR1 Odell Beckham Jr. 296.2 WR2
WR2 Brandon Marshall 

(w/ NYJ)
155.8 WR48

WR3 Sterling Shepard 177.7 WR37

WR4 Roger Lewis 28.7 WR134
TE (R) Evan Engram N/A N/A
K (R) Aldrick Rosas N/A N/A
D/ST Giants 168.0 DST8
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Odell Beckham Jr.
The enigmatic star of NYC. OBJ burst onto the scene in 2014 with one of the most 

electrifying rookie campaigns in NFL history. He’s done nothing to disappoint since. He is 
tied with former college teammate and current Miami Dolphins WR Jarvis Landry for the 
most receptions in a player’s first three seasons in NFL history with 288; he’s scored 35 
touchdowns over the same period, tied with Steelers WR Antonio Brown for the most in the 
NFL; and his 457 targets the last three years are 5th in the NFL, behind Brown, Demaryius 
Thomas, Julio Jones and DeAndre Hopkins. I playfully mocked the Giants for their 
offensive playcalling - Pass to OBJ, Pass to OBJ, Pass to OBJ, Punt - but when you look at 
the statistics, there’s truth to my jokes.

The Giants knew that relying on one superstar would only take them so far, and they’re 
not alone. Other teams in similar situations with similar results, i.e, having one superstar 
the QB locks onto and not advancing far into the playoffs, have made adjustments to 
spread the wealth and opposing defenses around. The Steelers, Bucs and Cardinals join 
the Giants in this category.

For their part the Giants brought in the dangerous rookie TE Evan Engram and signed 
one of the better number one wide receivers in Fantasy over the last decade, Brandon 
Marshall. Many will argue that when offensive pieces are added, the reigning superstar 
on the team will take a step back. Sure, in some cases that happens, but I’m hardly 
expecting that with OBJ. Marshall has been great in the past, but you could make the 
argument that maybe he’s just reached the end of 
the road. Remember when Andre Johnson was cut 
by Houston, and we all thought he still had something 
left in the tank? Then he landed with the Colts and 
we all thought, “Yes! He’s still a WR2!”? How’d that go 
again? Right, 41 catches, 503 yards and 4 TDs. Then 
he was cut, spent half a season in Tennessee, and 
now he’s retired. This is OBJ’s team, and he’s the star. 
Marshall’s presence takes double teams off OBJ, 
allowing him to get open more, but it doesn’t mean a 
1,000 yard campaign for Marshall. OBJ will remain a 
top flight fantasy option, and he’s my #3 WR behind 
Brown and Jones. I would fully expect another 100+ 
catches for 1,400 yards and 13 TDs. Because really, 
Eli will have it no other way. – The Hudsonian Odell Beckham Jr., WR
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Sterling Shepard
Despite being a rookie on an 

underwhelming offense Shepard performed 
admirably in 2016, hauling in 65 catches 
for 683 yards and 8 touchdowns largely 
from the slot position. The addition of 
Brandon Marshall assures that Shepard 
will return to the slot in his sophomore 
season and that he’ll get to primarily face 
off against nickel corners. This proposition 
has yours truly excited for what may be 
in store for Shepard this season. Now, 
we can’t ignore some ugly stats from 
Shepard’s 2016 campaign. While he 
ranked 33rd in targets with 114, his catch 
rate was just 61.9% (not even in the top 
100) and his average yards per catch was 
10.8 (94th). Still, he WAS just a rookie and 
besides, those 8 touchdowns made up 
for his shortcomings. There’s not much buzz in the fantasy community being generated 
around Shepard this year due to the Marshall signing and the spotlight on ODBJ, which 
means he could be available in your league as late as the 8th round. That’s a steal for 
this FLEX lock and potential low-mid tier WR2. Look for an overall improvement of his 
skills and stats: 850 yards, 75 catches, and 8 touchdowns. – Cole Hoopingarner

Traditionally, great pass catchers in college 
struggle a bit in the pros, and Shepard was no 
different. Look for a turnaround in Year 2 and lock 
Shepard into WR3 status.  
– The Hudsonian

““

Sterling Shepard, WR
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Paul Perkins
Paul Perkins is the starter in New 

York after the departure of Rashad 
Jennings. While it’s difficult to project 
exactly what impact Perkins will have 
for the Giants and on your fantasy team 
we can look at the last four weeks of 
the 2016 season to see that potential 
exists for solid production. From Weeks 
11-14, Perkins carried the ball 62 times 
for 271 yards, averaging 4.37 yards 
per carry. He didn’t score during that 
stretch nor at any other point during 

the season, but nearly 4.5 yards per carry is nothing to scoff at, especially behind 
the mediocre Giants offensive line. Perkins will face competition for touches and 
receptions out of the backfield, 
as the Giants still have 3rd down 
specialist Shane Vereen, Orleans 
Darkwa and Wayne Gallman, the 
G-men’s 2017 fourth round draft 
pick. I wouldn’t suggest drafting 
Perkins as anything other than a 
backup RB or a potential FLEX 
stash until he proves that he can 
be the workhorse in New York. 
– Cole Hoopingarner

I hyped up Perkins a lot in 
2016. He eventually usurped 
the lead role and will carry that 
into 2017. If the Giants O-line 
holds up, he could be a low end 
RB2. Draft him as a RB3 and 
hope for the best. 
– The Hudsonian

“

“
Paul Perkins, RB
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2017 Preview
The only question this team doesn’t have going into 2017 is how good their defense will 

be, because it was spectacular in 2016. I fully expect them to continue their dominance 
in 2017, which makes their defense a top 5 option as they face so few top flight offenses 
this season (I can’t group teams like the Bucs, Eagles, Chargers and Lions here yet until 
they prove their upgrades will cause them to take a step forward in 2017). They added 
some intriguing new offensive pieces with rookie TE Evan Engram and WR Brandon 
Marshall from the rival cross-locker room Jets. The biggest problem? Like their NFC 
East counterparts, they draw the AFC West and NFC West, two divisions stacked with 
outstanding defenses. Eli should hover in the 15-20 range of QBs, a respectable backup. 
Paul Perkins looks to take the next step in Year 2, but with a questionable offensive line, 
I wouldn’t expect more than FLEX worthy numbers at the moment. Rookie RB Wayne 
Gallman could have intrigue as a short yardage/TD vulture, making him valuable in TD-
only leagues, but a mere RB4/5 in Club Fantasy scoring. Rookie TEs traditionally struggle 
in their first seasons, so Engram is only a Dynasty/Keeper stash for me. And I fully expect 
Sterling Shepard to score more fantasy points in 2017 than Brandon Marshall, making 
Shepard a borderline WR2 and Marshall a WR3/FLEX option. Go ahead, write that down. 
– The Hudsonian

Week 1: @ Dallas Cowboys Week 10: @ San Francisco 49ers
Week 2: vs. Detroit Lions Week 11: vs. Kansas City Chiefs

Week 3: @ Philadelphia Eagles Week 12: @ Washington Redskins

Week 4: @ Tampa Bay Bucs Week 13: @ Oakland Raiders
Week 5: vs. Los Angeles Chargers Week 14: vs. Dallas Cowboys

Week 6: @ Denver Broncos Week 15: vs. Philadelphia Eagles
Week 7: vs. Seattle Seahawks Week 16: @ Arizona Cardinals
Week 8:  BYE WEEK Week 17: vs. Washington Redskins
Week 9: vs. Los Angeles Rams

Team Schedule


